
Five favourite local indigenous flowering plants
There are heaps and heaps of indigenous wildflowers and plants.  

You can find even more on this awesome website: https://grasslands.ecolinc.vic.edu.au/

Hi, I’m Dean Stewart.  

I’m a Wemba Wemba Wergaia man.   
Let’s discover some real locals!  

Our local indigenous grasses, wildflowers,  
herbs and lilies. These are the locals that  

once covered all the lands where the roads, 
shops and suburbs surround you today.

I can’t wait to see the artwork you make  
about these beautiful flowering plants.

Local Indigenous Flowering Plants

Wallaby Grass –  Rytidosperma caespitosum
A beautiful, delicate grass, a mainstay of local grasslands and  
an important food for creatures from caterpillars to wallabies.   
Ants even harvest its seeds. It has beautiful fluffy seed heads  
in spring and summer. Incredibly each individual seed has a  
mini spring which allows the seed to auto-drill itself into the  
ground to germinate. So clever.
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Murnong Yam Daisy – Microseris
The true Aussie dandelion. An indigenous herb with beautiful elegant 
arching bright yellow flowers. Once it was so prolific that hundreds of 
kilometres of Victoria, particularly out west, were covered in a sea of 
yellow every spring.  Sheep, rabbits, farming and industry have now 
made the Murnong rare.

Did you know that this is one of the few Victorian plants that has  
kept its local Aboriginal name Murnong, revealing its importance to 
Victoria’s First Nations people? The nutritious Murnong taproot was as 
common a food traditionally as potatoes are for us today. These plants 
fed First Nations families for thousands and thousands of years. 
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‘The deeper you look, the more you find. 
The longer you take, the deeper you understand’.
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Tall Daisy – Bracyscome diversifolia
A slender daisy with long elegant white petals and a perfect  
yellow centre. Loved by hover flies, native bees and beetles.  
Dies back during the cold in winter and re - emerging flowers  
are the signal to all that warmer weather is coming. 
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Kangaroo Grass – Themeda triandra
A beautiful grass that can turn an entire grassland to bronze over 
summer with its colour. Its noticeable triangular seed heads are a 
feature. There’s growing evidence that Kangaroo Grass seed was 
collected and ground by the First Nations people in the same way 
that we use wheat today.

Did you know that incredibly, this exact same grass exists on the 
great plains of Africa hiding lions and gazelle, showing just how 
ancient this grass is and that it survives from a time when the  
continents were joined together like a giant jigsaw puzzle?
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Native Raspberry – Rubus parvifolius
A beautiful indigenous bramble with delicate pink flowers, small 
leaves and delicious pint sized raspberry-like fruits. So yum! But you 
have to beat the local birds because they all love them just as much.
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